the!"interests!of!legal!educators!with!the!needs!of!legal!practitioners!and!with!the!public! the!profession!is!pledged!to!serve." 16 ! ! The!Carnegie!Report!observed!that!the!curriculum!at!most!U.S.!law!schools!follow!a!fairly! standard! pattern.
17 ! ! Noting! that! law! schools! do! a! rather! good! job! at! teaching! first! year! students! the! skills! of! legal! analysis,! the! report! bemoaned! the! lack! of! similarly! effective! efforts!in!other!skills!and!professionalism!training:!!"The!dramatic!results!of!the!first!years! of! law! school's! emphasis! on! well"honed! skills! of! legal! analysis! should! be! matched! by! similarly!strong!skill!in!serving!clients!and!a!solid!ethical!grounding."
18 ! ! The! Carnegie! Report! made! five! key! observations,! followed! by! a! number! of! specific! recommendations.!!The!key!observations!were!as!follows:! ! Firstly,!that!law!school!provides!rapid!socialization!into!the!standards!of!legal!thinking.!The! Report!looked!favorably!at!the!ways!in!which!U.S.!law!schools!socialize!new!students!to!the! basics!of!legal!analysis.!!As!the!report!found:! ! Law! schools! are! impressive! educational! institutions.! ! In! a! relatively! short! period! of! time,! they! are! able! to! impart! a! distinctive! habit! of! thinking! that! forms! the! basis! for! their! students'! development! as! legal! professionals.! …! Within! months! of! their! arrival! in! law! school,! students! demonstrate! new! capacities! for! understanding! legal! processes,! for! seeing! both! sides! of! legal! arguments,! for! sifting! through! facts! and! precedents! in! search! of! the! more! plausible! account,! for! using! precise! language,! and! for! understanding! the! applications!and!conflicts!of!legal!rules….![T]hey!are!learning,!in!the!parlance! of!legal!education,!to!"think!like!a!lawyer." 19 ! ! Secondly,! that! law! schools! rely! heavily! on! one! way! of! teaching! to! accomplish! the! socialization!process.!!According!to!the!report,!" [t] he!process!of!enabling!students!to!'think! like! a! lawyer'! takes! places! …! primarily! through! the! medium! of! a! single! form!of!teaching:!! the! case"dialogue! method."! ! The! uniformity! in! legal! pedagogy! and! the! curriculum! -! particularly! in! the! first! year! -! leads! to! "a! striking! conformity! in! outlook! and! habits! of! thought!among!legal!graduates." 20 !!The!overwhelming!priority!given!by!most!law!schools! to! analytic! thinking! leads! students! "to! understand! the! law! as! a! formal! and! rational! system…..! ! This! emphasis! on! procedural! and! systematic! gives! a! common! tone! to! legal! discourse." 21 ! ! Thirdly,! that! the! case"dialogue! method! of! teaching! has! valuable! strengths! but! also! unintended!consequences.!!The!report!concluded!that!the!case"dialogue!method,!long!the! mainstay!of!U.S.!legal!education,!offers!a!"deliberate!simplification"!of!central!aspects!of! legal! competence."
22 ! ! In! this! way,! students! learn! to! "think! like! a! lawyer"! simply! by! "redefining!messy!situations!of!actual!or!potential!conflict!as!opportunities!for!advancing!a! client's!cause!through!legal!argument!before!a!judge!or!through!negotiation….!!By!contrast,! the!task!of!connecting!these!conclusions!with!the!rich!complexity!of!actual!situations!that! involve! full"dimensional! people,! let! alone! the! job! of! thinking! through! the! social! consequences! or! ethical! aspects! of! the! conclusions,! remains! outside! the! case"dialogue! method."
23! !Students!often!are!"warned!not!to!let!their!moral!concerns!or!compassion!for! the! people! in! the! cases! they! discuss! cloud! their! legal! analysis."
24 ! ! In! introducing! moral! concerns!in!the!curriculum!"only!haphazardly!conveys!a!cynical!impression!of!the!law!that! is!rarely!intended." 25 ! ! In!this!respect,!the!Carnegie!Report!identified!two!major!limitations!of!modern!U.S.!legal! education.!!First,!law!schools!typically!pay!"only!casual!attention!to!teaching!students!how! to! use! legal! thinking! in! the! complexity! of! legal! practice,"! with! little! attention! given! to! "direct!training!in!professional!practice.!!The!result!is!to!prolong!and!reinforce!the!habits!of! thinking! like! a! student! rather! than! an! apprentice! practitioner,! conveying! the! impression! that!lawyers!are!more!like!competitive!scholars!than!attorneys!engaged!with!the!problems! of!clients." 26 !!Second,!the!report!found!that!law!schools!fail!to!provide!"effective!support! for!developing!ethical!and!social!skills.!….!!![L]aw!schools!rarely!pay!consistent!attention!to! the!social!and!cultural!contexts!of!legal!institutions!and!the!varied!forms!of!legal!practice.!! To!engage!the!moral!imagination!of!students!as!they!move!toward!professional!practice,! seminaries! and! medical,! business! and! engineering! schools! employ! well"elaborated! case! studies!of!professional!work"!which!are!lacking!in!law!schools.
27 !!Both!of!these!limitations,! the! report! found,! are! the! "unintended! consequence! of! reliance! upon! a! single,! heavily! 21
academic!pedagogy,!the!case"dialogue!method,!to!provide!the!crucial!initiation!into!legal! education." 28 ! ! Fourthly,! that! assessment! of! student! learning! remains! underdeveloped.! ! The! Carnegie! Report! argues! that! while! most! U.S.! law! schools! do! a! reasonable! job! of! conducting! "summative! assessment"! they! do! far! less! well! in! terms! of! "formative! assessment."!! "Summative!assessment"!relates!to!"supporting!students!in!learning!rather!than!ranking,! sorting! and! filtering! them….Formative! assessments! directed! toward! improved! learning! ought!to!be!a!primary!form!of!assessment!in!legal!education." 29 ! ! Fifthly,!that!legal!education!approaches!improvement!incrementally,!not!comprehensively.!! The!report!noted!that!although!U.S.!law!schools!provide!substantially!more!opportunities! for! experiential! learning! opportunities! and! more! inter"disciplinary! choices! than! they! did! fifty! years! ago,! "efforts! to! improve! legal! education! have! been! more! piecemeal! than! comprehensive."
30 !"Rather!than!undertaking!systematic!or!integrative!reform!efforts,!U.S.! law!schools!have!assumed!an!additive!strategy!of!educational!change![which]!assumes!that! increasing!emphasis!on!the!practical!and!ethical"social!skills!of!the!profession!will!reduce! time! for! and! ultimately! affect! the! extent! to! which! students! develop! skills! in! legal! analyses….! This! is! not! only! a! logistical! problem! (too! much! to! accomplish! in! a! limited! amount!of!time)!but!it!is!also!a!conceptual!and!pedagogical!problem." 31 ! ! The! report! noted! the! need! for! "a! dynamic! curriculum! that! moves! them! back! and! forth! between!understanding!and!enactment,!experience!and!analysis,"!that!"bridge[s]!the!gap! between!analytical!and!practical!knowledge,"!and!that!offers!"more!robust"!opportunities! for!developing!professional!integrity, 32 !including!"capacity!for!judgment!guided!by!a!sense! of!professional!responsibility. 96 ! ! While! most! of! the! expanded! global! law! courses! are! upper"level! electives,! some! U.S.! law! schools! require! their! students! to! take! such! a! course.! ! Harvard! Law! School,! for! instance,! imposes! a! mandatory! requirement! on! its! upper"level! students; 97 ! Michigan! Law! School! requires!its!first!year!students!to!take!a!course!in!"Transnational!Law"!an!organizing!course! to! introduce! students! to! basic! concepts! in! transnational! legal! issues; 98 ! Georgetown! Law! Center!requires!J.D.!students!to!enroll!in!"Law!in!a!Global!Context,"!a!one"credit!weeklong! required!course!that!students!take!at!the!start!of!the!second!semester!of!the!first!year!of! law! school.
99 ! ! This! program! is! premised! on! the! notion! that! the! "legal! problems! today's! students!must!be!prepared!to!face!increasingly!transcend!national!boundaries!and!involve! more!than!one!legal!system." 120 ! ! Under!this!program,!the!third!year!will!be!entirely!experiential,!comprised!of!simulations! and! real! client! experiences! that! will! lead!to!the!development!of!professionalism!and!law! practice! skills.! ! The! program! will! also! seek! to! develop! in! students! all! aspects! of! professionalism,! including! legal! ethics,! civility! in! practice,! civic! engagement,! leadership,! and!pro!bono!service.
121 ! ! Each!semester!of!the!third!year!will!begin!with!a!mandatory!two"week!immersion!course!in! practice!skills;!one!of!these!courses!will!focus!on!office!and!transactional!practice!skills,!and! the! other! will! focus! on! litigation! and! other!conflict!resolution!skills.!!In!addition!to!these! immersion! courses,! students! will! enroll! in! practicum! courses! that! will! include! simulation! and!real!client!experiences!(and!which!cover!the!spectrum!of!doctrinal!work)!and!will!be! required! to! engage! in! extra"curricular! law"related! activities,! which! can! include! clinical! work,! externships,! law! review! or! moot! court! service,! or! student! competitions.! ! The! program! will! involve! practitioners! and! judges,! known! as! "professors! of! practice,"! in! the! training!of!students!throughout!the!course!of!this!program.!!Throughout!the!year,!students! will! be! involved! in! "the! full! complement! of! professional! activity! that! engages! practicing! lawyers!as!they!apply!legal!theory!and!legal!doctrines!to!!the!real"world!issues!of!serving! clients!ethically!and!honorably!within!the!highest!traditions!of!the!profession."
122 ! ! The! Professionalism! program! was! founded! on! two! driving! ambitions.! ! First,! students! ending! their! legal! education! should! be! given! opportunities! to! express! professional! judgment!in!a!variety!of!contexts.!!The!"purposeful!expression!of!considered!judgment!and! counsel!to!solve!client!problems!will!receive!greater!attention."!!Second,!"a!third!year!law! student!should!be!expected!to!reflect!more!systematically!on!what!it!means!to!live!one's! life! in! the! law.! ! Students! should! recurrently! consider! and! receive! guidance! on! the! admirable!qualities,!dispositions,!attitudes,!concerns,!and!habits!-!moral!and!intellectual!-!
